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Maryland Legislators Should
Protect Local Democracy and Say No
To Preemption of Local Minimum
Wage Laws
State legislatures around the country are attempting to bar cities and counties from passing
their own minimum wage laws through “preemption” laws that take away a local government’s
power to enact such measures. These preemption laws form part of a bigger trend of state
legislatures preventing local governments from passing local solutions aiming to address
pressing public health needs, environmental concerns, a desire for good jobs, and more.
Local minimum wage laws play a key role in ensuring that a worker can afford the basics in
cities or counties where the cost of living is higher than in other parts of the state. Montgomery
County and Prince George’s County have adopted local minimum wage laws higher than the
state minimum wage and shown how local governments can do this successfully.
State legislators should support local communities that want to build upon the state’s
minimum wage to address their particular needs and reject any effort to preempt local
minimum wage laws.

Many States Authorize Cities & Counties to Enact Local Minimum Wage
Laws; Over 40 Cities & Counties Have Successfully Enacted Such Laws
 Many states, cities, and counties have the power to adopt local minimum wage laws that
provide for a higher minimum wage than state or federal law.
 In Maryland, Montgomery County approved its first $11.50 minimum wage law in 2013.1
In 2017, the county approved another gradual minimum wage increase to $15 per hour. 2 In
2013, Prince George’s County also approved a minimum wage increase to $11.50 by 2017.3
 Across the country, more than 40 cities or counties in states such as California, New
Mexico, and Arizona have adopted local minimum wage laws that have successfully helped
workers better afford the basics.4
 Local minimum wage laws—which generally impact just a few high-cost communities in a
particular state—have proven effective and manageable for businesses.
 The most recent study of city-level minimum wage increases released in 2018 documents
the negligible impact of raising the minimum wage in six cities: Chicago, the District of
Columbia, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, and Seattle. 5 It is also the first study to examine
the effects of increasing the minimum wage above $10. 6 The study concluded that “a 10
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percent increase in the minimum wage increases earnings in the food services industry
between 1.3 and 2.5 percent” without a discernible negative impact on employment. 7
 A recent op-ed by Chicago’s Deputy Mayor and the Commissioner of the Chicago
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection put the impact of Chicago’s
minimum wage in these terms: “In Chicago, wages are up and unemployment is down. . . .
When Chicago passed our ordinance raising the wage, there were plenty of voices in the
business community who seemed certain the sky would fall. . . . These concerns were based
in mythology, not reality.”8
 The economic evidence also shows that a city or county that adopts a higher local
minimum wage does not become “less competitive” with surrounding areas, another
frequent claim by proponents of preemption. One of the most sophisticated studies of
minimum wages was published by economists at the Universities of California,
Massachusetts, and North Carolina.9 The study looked at the impact of minimum wage
rates in more than 250 pairs of neighboring counties in the United States that had different
minimum wage rates.10 Comparing neighboring counties on either side of a state line is an
especially effective way of isolating the true impact of minimum wage differences, because
neighboring counties tend to have similar economic conditions. The study found no
difference in job growth rates.11

Local Power to Raise the Minimum Wage Is Important for High-Cost-ofLiving Communities
 Local power to raise the minimum wage allows higher-cost-of-living communities in a
state to adopt wages that better match their higher housing and living costs.
 A U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics analysis found that urban households in 2011 spent 18
percent more than rural households, and higher housing costs by urban consumers
“accounted for about two-thirds of the difference in overall spending between urban and
rural households.”12
 Nowhere in Maryland is less than $15 per hour enough to sustain a single adult without
children. However, the cost of living can still vary significantly across cities and counties.
For example, the Economic Policy Institute’s Family Budget Calculator estimates that a
single worker in Prince George’s County needs at least $21 per hour working full-time to
make ends meet (in 2017 dollars). The same single worker working full-time in rural
Garrett County would need about $16 per year to make ends meet. 13

Maryland Lawmakers Should Reject Preemption and Protect Cities’ and
Counties’ Ability to Build Upon The Statewide Minimum Wage
 As of the date of this publication, 25 states have passed laws that preempt cities from
passing their own local minimum wage laws. 14 See Figure for a map of states that have
passed minimum wage preemption laws.
 Most state preemption laws have been passed in recent years as a response to successful
local campaigns to raise the minimum wage.15 In 2016, for example, the State of Alabama
passed a preemption bill after the City of Birmingham passed a local minimum wage law.16
The effect was not only to block future local minimum wages, but to invalidate
Birmingham’s higher minimum wage law.
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 While proponents of preemption often claim they are concerned about having a
“patchwork” of wage levels across the state, businesses are accustomed to dealing with
varying rules across cities and counties. Cities in most of the country have extensive “home
rule” powers allowing them to legislate over a wide range of areas in order to adequately
respond to local needs. Businesses have adapted to varying rules concerning traffic,
business licenses, construction, zoning, and many other local laws. Local minimum wages
are no different.
 Taking away local control over wages has become a major priority of the American
Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), a special interest group with extensive lobbying
resources and influence in our state legislatures.
 As a Slate article explained, “[f]ounded in 1973, [ALEC] has paired lawmakers with
businesses and special interests ranging from Google to the AARP to Exxon Mobil” to
produce “hundreds of ‘model policies’ that have made their way into state codes.” 17 ALEC
has successfully preempted local laws on a growing list of important issues like guns,
tobacco, wages, the banning of plastic bags, fracking, and pesticides.18
 ALEC has drafted “model” preemption bills to prohibit local minimum wage laws since at
least 2002.19

Figure: States That Have Adopted Minimum Wage Preemption Laws
(as of January 31, 2019)

Voters Across the Country Believe That Their Local Governments Should
Be Able to Adopt Policies That Reflect Local Values
 Across the country, voters across party lines believe that local governments are wellpositioned to craft and adopt policies that correspond to local needs.
 In Maryland, while the state legislature plays a key role in setting minimum standards,
state lawmakers should continue to protect cities’ and counties’ ability to adopt a higher
local minimum wage that meets their particular needs.
 A national poll found that 58 percent of voters believe that state legislatures “threaten local
democracy and silence the voices of the people” when they pass preemption laws or strike
down local ordinances.20
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Conclusion
Maryland advocates, workers, and legislators must reject efforts to take away Maryland
cities’ and counties’ existing authority to adopt a higher local minimum wage. Workers in
high-cost cities and counties face especially difficult economic challenges due to a higher cost
of living, and local governments must be able to respond to the unique needs of workers who
cannot survive on the federal or state minimum wage.
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